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One of the best parts about recruitment is watching inspirational leaders on the go. As we launch the new Salary Benchmark 2020 in Australia, now is the perfect time to reflect on what we at PageGroup learn every day from the best leaders around us. As our federal government reminds us, key trends are affecting all
12.6 million Australian employees. Mega trends, such as computing power growth, connectivity, data volumes, and artificial intelligence, are affecting our labor markets and organizational structures. Australia can expect higher levels of entrepreneurship, diverging demographics and continued growth in the services
sector. These factors combine to create a truly dynamic national framework. A factor that hasn't changed? The fundamental importance of leadership to win and retain the best talent. Research points out that in talent management, effective leadership is more difficult but more crucial than ever. Spikes in engagement for
leaders who are authentic, hold others accountable, drive with integrity, and show empathy. And because leading candidates typically have two to three bids to consider, top hirers show a pitch mentality for their crucial interviews, working ahead to speed up and streamline their hiring process. Moving decisively is often
the difference between the first and the last. Salary and leadership aside, what are the best talent profiles looking for from your team? Just like in a sports team, employees want proof that your corporate culture supports excellence in the way it plays loyal and reinforces shared values. Find a culture that suits you and
you'll invest your best working years to build value for your business. After hiring your team, the crucial part is seeing them grow and thrive. Fundamental to hiring and maintaining today's best profiles is to commit to their learning and development. The best talent profiles will often require a development map during the
interview process, knowing how important it is for learning to remain fit for purpose in the world of work. You get this right and not only will you have a great rental, you will probably have a future leader as well. The annual Hays Salary Guide remains the definitive snapshot of salaries for more than 1,000 positions in
Australia and New Zealand. Our Salary Guide provides an overview of the Australian industry market and typical salaries right now. Our Salary Guide for the 2020/2021 financial year enables hiring managers, applicants and current employees to compare average salaries in Australia in a variety of different industries
ranging from accounting &amp; finance to banking, construction, architecture, it and Other. As a hiring manager, you can use Hays' Salary Guide to help your company be competitive in securing the best talent and retaining the best employees. By understanding typical salaries across your industry, you can offer a
competitive salary in order to attract the best talent to your work list. How to use the Salary Guide as a current candidate or employee? you you use the Salary Guide to compare your salary and make sure you are paid fairly and competitively. Benchmarking your salary will also give you an understanding of how your
current organization is paying, which can be useful to help you negotiate higher pay in your current role or to determine your next career move. To view our Salary Guide just download a copy today following the instructions. Calculate how your salary compares to industry benchmarks If you want to get a better
understanding of typical salaries and how some salaries compare to others over the past 12 months in the same industry, you can do a pay check today. This salary check compares the highest, typical, and lowest salaries for your position. The salaries of accounting, financial services and business support staff for 2020
depend on a number of variables. Experience, qualifications, industry, premiums and many other factors influence wage packages. Our experienced advisors have a strong understanding of Melbourne's current recruitment market and can provide you with a personalized salary assessment. Contact us for a confidential
discussion today. By subscribing to our newsletter I accept the collection, use and disclosure of my personal information in accordance with Hudson's Privacy Policy 2019 has been a rollercoaster year for financial and accounting roles in Sydney. Over the past 12 months, the West Recruitment team has reported a
healthy recovery in salaries across the board. The first half of 2019 was an action full of real bank fees and Australian federal elections that threaten to have a flow of effects on job availability and wages. However, as we move into the new financial year, salaries remain buoyant and we are experiencing a consistently
strong demand for finance and accounting professionals across all disciplines. Our clients are now looking for professionals with a combination of soft and technical skills and are willing to pay higher salaries for job seekers with the right combination of skills. In particular, Sydney's top CFOs are looking for adaptable
professionals, who show enthusiasm and drive and who can add to team culture in a positive way. Technical skills such as analysis (the ability to analyze customer, risk and efficiency data) and data science experience are increasingly sought after. It is also shocking to see that happiness among finance and accounting
professionals is at an all-time low. The health, well-being and happiness of employees must be recognized by financial leaders as important factors influencing employee engagement Promoting a committed and happy team has proven to increase productivity, collaboration, and results while reducing sick days, job
failures, and staff turnover. In addition, it has been reported that the teams involved achieve 21% more profitability than their unhappy counterparts. While compensation continues to be a primary consideration for professionals in 2019, there is a growing focus on career progression, job flexibility and a positive workplace
culture. Offering a personalized pay package with personalized benefits and benefits suitable for the individual will be critical to increasing the level of job satisfaction and happiness for finance and accounting professionals. If you need the right finance and accounting team to help you grow your organization, or maybe
you're considering your career, don't hesitate to get in touch and together we can explore how West Recruitment can help you. Download the entire Australian Accounting &amp; Finance Salary Guide 2019 here. Here.
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